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Abstract
Introduction: Pressure ulcers are common among bedridden patients with little or no mobility.

Objective: To determine the prevalence of pressure ulcers and analyse their association with clinical conditions and risk factors in intensive
care unit (ICU) patients.
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Method: This is a prospective and quantitative study conducted with
45 patients in the public hospital ICU in João Pessoa, Paraíba, Brazil.
Data were collected through hospital records, physical examination,
and the Braden Scale. Data were analysed using descriptive statistics
and association tests.
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Results: The study presented a pressure ulcer prevalence of 37.8%,
verifying significant associations between the occurrence and the
consciousness level, hydration, and skin texture. The association with
the subscale friction and shear was also significant.

Conclusion: Nursing staff must be involved in the prevention of
pressure ulcers in primary care.
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Introduction
Pressure ulcers may affect hospitalised patients or those under home
care, [1] and they are between the third and fourth more expensive
health issues in the world and seen as an economic problem for health
services. However, implant in the service the patient's risk evaluation
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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for developing pressure ulcers, to implement a preventive plan according to the posed risk and carry
out actions related to the educational aspects of the
health team, client, and family, are strategies that
can significantly reduce this problem. [2]
Most pressure ulcers are preventable, and surveys
in many countries show that prevention costs are
much lower than treatment costs. [3] However, this
is a challenge, because in practice there are barriers to solving this problem, such as the lack of a
common language among professionals, the lack of
material resources to improve preventive practices,
and the work overload that healthcare professionals
are subjected to, especially nursing staff, making it
difficult to perform simple and economic measures,
such as repositioning the patient in bed at scheduled times. [4]
Due to their care aspects and complexity, pressure ulcers require multidisciplinary involvement, because their prevention requires specific treatment.
However, nursing staff must take more action to
address this problem, justified by the own knowledge object and profession work, which is configured
to provide continuous care to the patient.
Thus, recognising the impact of pressure ulcers
on the patient, the patient’s family, professionals,
and institutions, this research aimed to determine
the prevalence of pressure ulcers and to analyse
their association with clinical conditions and the risk
factors identified in hospitalised patients in an intensive care unit (ICU).

Method
This is a prospective and explorative study with a
quantitative approach that was conducted in a public hospital ICU in João Pessoa/PB, which has seven
beds and receives medical and surgical patients from
the hospital or the regulatory system. The studied
population consisted of all patients admitted to the
ICU from July to October 2012. Forty-five individuals
were included in the sample.
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Inclusion criteria were as follows: patients aged
18 years or older who stayed in the unit for at least
24 hours, and were subjected to at least two evaluations.
For data collection, we used a form to record
the socio-demographic data, the physical examination, and the patient’s clinical condition, which
were obtained from medical records and through
the patient and/or patient’s family. We also used the
Braden Scale [5, 6] to measure the risk of pressure
ulcers. Data were analysed using the PASW Statistic
Software, version 18. Results were obtained from a
descriptive analysis as well as from chi-square association and Fisher's exact tests in their simple and
widespread versions.
This research project followed all of the guidelines
contained in Resolution nº 466/2012 of the National Health Council [7] and was approved by the
Research Ethics Committee of the Health Sciences
Centre of the Federal University of Paraíba in Protocol 023/12.

Results
Regarding the participants’ socio-demographic
data, the highest occurrences of pressure ulcers
were identified in males (11, 24.4%), Caucasians
(9, 20.0%), and patients over 60 years of age (11,
64.7%). According to the analysed demographic
variables, there was no significant association between patients who developed pressure ulcers and
those who did not (Data not presented in table).
Table 1 shows that individuals with pressure ulcers were sedated (20%), had a satisfactory temperature and peripheral perfusion (33.3% and 31.1%,
respectively), and were under mechanical ventilation
(26.7%).
Table 2 shows that skin conditions relevant to
pressure ulcer development were normal hydration
(28.9%), thin/fine texture (30%), turgor and decreased elasticity (20%), and the absence of oedema
(24.4%).
This article is available at: www.intarchmed.com and www.medbrary.com
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Table 1. P hysical exam findings according to pressure ulcer occurrence. João Pessoa – PB,
2013. (n=45).
Physical
exam

Pressure ulcers
Yes (n=17) No (n=28)
Total
n
%
n
%
n
%
1

2.2

18

40

19

42.2

Sedated*

9

20

7

15.6

16

35.6

Torpor/coma

7

15.6

3

6.7

10

22.2

Normothermia 15 33.3

28

62.2

43

95.5

p(2)

-

-

2

4.5

=0.137

p(1)
<0.001

Pressure ulcers
Yes (n=17) No (n=28)
Total
n
%
n
%
n
%

P

Normal

13 28.9

28

62.2

41

91.1

Dry

2

4.4

-

-

2

4.4

Peeling

2

4.4

-

-

2

4.4

Thin/fine

9

30

7

15.6

16

35.6

Thick

3

6.7

2

4.4

5

11.1

Smooth

5

11.1

19

42.2

24

53.3

p(2)
=0.016

Texture

Body temperature
4.5

Physical
exam
Hydration

Lucid

2

Table 2. S kin conditions according to pressure ulcer
occurrence. Joao Pessoa - PB, 2013. (n = 45).

P

Consciousness level

Hyperthermia
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Peripheral perfusion

p(2)
=0.025

Turgor and elasticity

Normal

14 31.1

27

60

41

91.1

Reduced

3

6.7

1

2.2

4

8.9

p(2)
=0.144

Spontaneous

5

11.1

15

33.3

20

44.4

p(2)

Mechanical

12 26.7

13

28.9

25

55.6 =0.135

Ventilation type

Normal

8

17.8

21

46.7

29

64.4

Decreasing

9

20

7

15.5

16

35.6

Yes

4

8.9

7

15.5

11

24.4

Anasarca

2

4.4

2

4.4

4

8.9

No

11 24.4

19

42.2

30

66.7

p(1)
=0.107

Oedema

Source: Direct research. João Pessoa – PB, 2013.
*Sedated: using sedative medications, such as midazolan and
dexmedetomidina (precedex).
p(1): Widespread Fisher’s exact test. p(2): Simple Fisher’s exact test.

p(2)
=0.896

Source: Direct research. João Pessoa – PB, 2013
p(1): Widespread Fisher’s exact test. p(2): Simple Fisher’s exact test.

Table 3. Braden Scale scores in patients with and without pressure ulcers. Joao Pessoa - PB, 2013. (n = 45).
Domains

Score

Yes (n=17)

Pressure ulcers
No (n=28)

P

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

11

24.4

11

24.4

22

48.8

-

-

11

24.4

11

24.4

16

35.6

28

62.2

44

97.7

4 (rarely wet)

-

-

2

4.4

2

4.4

p(1)
=0.781

Activity*

1 (bedridden)

17

37.8

28

62.2

45

100

NA

Mobility*

1 (completely still)

13

28.8

12

26.7

25

55.5

2 (very limited)

4

8.8

9

20

13

28.8

p(1)
=0.097

1 (completely still)

13

28.8

12

26.7

25

55.5

2 (very limited)

4

8.8

9

20

13

28.8

1 (problem)

17

37.7

18

40

37

82.2

-

-

5

11.1

5

11.1

Sensory perception*

1 (completely limited)
3 (slightly limited)

Humidity*

Nutrition*
Friction and shear**

3 (occasionally wet)

2 (potential problem)

Source: Direct research. João Pessoa – PB, 2013.
*Score ranges from 1-4; **Score ranges from 1-3; NA: Not applied.
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

p(1)
=0.114

p(1)
=0.481
p(1)
=0.016

p(1): Widespread Fisher’s exact test.
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Table 3 presents the data from the Braden Scale scores, [5, 6] in which pressure ulcer prevalence
was observed in the sensory perception domains:
completely limited (24.4%); humidity: occasionally
wet (35.6%); activity: bedridden (37.8%); mobility:
completely still (28.8%); nutrition: suitable (20%);
and friction and shear: problem (37.7%).
By that scale d that most patients had scores
worst condition scores, classified as high risk (30,
66.7%). It was observed that in the subscale friction and shear, from those that had been classified
with problem in this item, 17 (37.7%) presented
the lesion, what is the worst clinical status and
thus, high risk for developing pressure ulcers, was
also observed a significant association between
this area and the lesion occurrence (p = 0.016).

Discussion
Pressure ulcers are the most frequent complications in the ICU as a result of invasive procedures
and a greater need for handling. The patients in
this unit are in serious condition, have associated
morbidities, are bedridden, and have limited movement; therefore, they are more prone to forming
lesions. [8, 9]
In this research, from the 45 patients in the sample, 9 were admitted with previous pressure ulcers,
and 8 developed pressure ulcers after the hospitalisation, representing a prevalence of 37.8%. Similarly, a study conducted in an ICU [10] identified
index at the same level. However, even higher rates
were found for the same scenario, showing that
the numbers can fluctuate depending on the researched institutional reality and the methodology
used. [5, 11]
Thus, the findings confirm that pressure ulcers
still have an impact on patient care in Brazilian
ICUs, even with all the material resources available
to prevent these lesions and updates available for
professionals.
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Regarding the socio-demographic data from
pressure ulcer patients, deserve to be highlighted,
also, the pilot prospective study results performed
in a university hospital ICU in southern Brazil, in
which was found a predominance of males and
Caucasians in the group that developed pressure
ulcers [12]; and a sectional survey that approached
22 ICUs in 15 public and private hospitals in Belo
Horizonte/MG, in which was found 53% of males
and 65% of Caucasians. However, there was no
significant statistical difference between these variables. [10]
Regarding age, the highest occurrence of pressure
ulcers was in seniors older than 60 years of age; this
finding is similar to other studies, [5, 13] although
a significant association has not been found in this
variable. However, it is noteworthy that the risk of
pressure ulcers increases in the elderly due to skin
characteristics and subcutaneous tissue changes, a
senescence result. [14, 15]
The evaluation of consciousness level showed
that most patients with pressure ulcers were sedated or in a state of torpor/coma, showing an association between variables (p<0.001). This confirms
the greater susceptibility to developing pressure ulcers in sedated patients, [14] because changes in
consciousness are related to sensory perception,
mobility, and activity, which, in an isolated or associated form, may initiate the formation of pressure
ulcers. [6]
When a patient presents a change in sensory
perception, there is a need for increased attention,
given the patient’s inability to express discomfort,
which makes him or her more susceptible to forming a pressure ulcer. [16] Thus, the importance
of gradually undoing the sedation and using all
available resources to prevent these injuries is reinforced.
In relation to body temperature, peripheral perfusion, and ventilation type, although a significant
association between these variables and pressure
This article is available at: www.intarchmed.com and www.medbrary.com
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ulcer occurrence was not observed, this problem is
not found in patients with adequate temperature
and perfusion and under spontaneous ventilation.
A study conducted in the intensive and semiintensive care units in Rio Grande do Sul hospitals
found a significance between the amount of time
under mechanical ventilation and pressure ulcer development. [17] Another study showed that the use
of mechanical ventilation is an additional risk for
pressure ulcers (p=0.001). [18]
Therefore, the use of mechanical ventilation in
addition to represent the patient difficulty to keep
a ventilation-perfusion adequate relationship, can
compromise the handling of the patient in bed,
causing greater immobility and exposure of bony
prominences to ongoing pressures.
The association between pressure ulcers and
friction and shear found in this study corroborates
findings from a study conducted in 22 ICUs in Belo
Horizonte/MG, [19] which found that in the problem item more ulcers were identified in patients
categorised in the domain friction and shear.
Comparing the findings, although pressure ulcers
are greater in patients with a low consciousness
level and low skin texture, as well as friction and
shear, we cannot say that these are isolated factors
that contribute to lesion development. Therefore,
a more appropriate epidemiological study is necessary, such as a case-control study.
Furthermore, it is worth emphasising that measures to prevent pressure ulcers do not require
complex resources or new technologies; rather,
they require only professionals’ knowledge about
the multiple causes of pressure ulcers and their
commitment to the patient and the health service.
Simple measures with low cost may represent an
advantage for nursing care, reflecting better results in the prevention of pressure ulcers and other
preventable injuries.

© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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Conclusion
The results of this study reaffirm the need for the
health team and, particularly, nursing professionals
to be involved in preventive care through simple
measures for the maintenance of skin health.
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